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Over the past two years, in particular- since the launch of the Einstein
Observatory, it has becomeapparent that stArs emit soft X-rays over a wide
range of luminosities (up to 10 32 ergs 

s_ 
1 1. It is generally assumed that

this emission is coronal; however there has been much debate as to it 1 pre-
cise nature and how these results relate to our current understanding of the
solar corona (e.g. Linsky 1960; Walter et al. 19AO; mew 1979; Vaiana and
Rosner 1978) . The Solid State Siw•ctroteeter (SSS) on the Einstein Observatory
afforded the opportunity to obtain high resolution spectra of a number of
these star:;. The stars bright enough to give good spectra veve Algol and
Capella, known for several years to be X-ray sources (Schnopper et al. 1976;
Catura et al. 1975) and AR Lac, HR1099, IS CVn, UX Ari and X And among thc
RS CVn binaries, which were found to be X-ray sources by the low energy de-
dectors of the HERO A-2 experiment (Walter, Charles and Bcr yer 1978a;1978b).
The SSS was slso used by Aqrawal and Rienler (19SO) to observe o Cor H,
which they had previously studied with HEAD A2 (Agrawal, Riegler and Garmire
1980), Newell and Gibson for simultaneous X-ray and radio observations of
HRIO99 (Newell et al. 1979) and	 Cruddace and Dupree to look at the N UNa
representatives VW Cep and 44 Boo. We will concentrate on a discussion of
the SSS observations of the RS CVn systems and Algol. Prelimina.y accounts
of this work were given by white (1979) and Swank (1979), but because of
calibration problems we were restricted to the 0.8-3.0 keV energy band. In
the intervening time we have resolved these difficulties and now can use the
full range of 0.5-4.5 keV. This has enormously improved the effectiveness of
the SSS and made some modifications to the early results.

The SSS gives 128 channels of PHA information with a constant energy re-
solution of about 160 eV. 1See Joyce et al. 1978, for a full description of
the instrument.) To give some idea of the results we expect with the SSS, in
Figure 1 we have folded the Raymond and Smith (RS) models (1977,1979) which
predict the line and continuum emission from an isothermal plasma through
the detector response function. Five 3ifferent temperatures are shown: 5,10,
20,40 and 80 million degrees. The principal line energies are indicated and
it can be seen how they are broadened Vty the detector response. Note how the
line emission is most noticeable for temperatures below 20 million degrees.

SPFCTRAL RESULTS

We attempted to fit RS models to each source. The results are given in
Table 1. It is clear that a single te^erature is inconsistent with the



data. However a two temperature R: ry Iel q i • ►es much better x 2 wits typically
about 70 for cy degrees of f r eedor. and terX-erat ures of 7 and 40 million de-
grees. The spectra tended to fall into two categories, trace with obvious
line emiss i on (in particular from SO and those withost. Figure 2 gives an
exa--ple of the firs: catego--I• . T`:_s is from a new SSS observation of Capella
that we made in September 1979. The results of this are similar to those rv-
ported in lialt et al. (1979). The contribution of the t.igh temperature com-
ponent i s indicated. Also sho.zs is the best fit model with the Fe abundance
set to zero and it is clear that below 1.5 keV Fe dortina:es the spectrum. A
similar spectrum is that of a Cor B (Agrawal and Riegler 1980). In both cases
the low temperature component dt_%inates the sr'4_letrsm, but for the rest thin
is not the case. Figure 3 shows spectra of AR Lac anti UX Ari. Note the ab-
sence of obvious line emission from Si. The individual contributions of each
component are qiven and it is evident that in these cases the high teipera-
ture 50 million de-ree continuum is dominatiny the s pectrum above 1.5 keV.
From Fi gure 1 we can see -,sat little obvious line emission would be expected,
prinarily tiecause Si and S .;re fully ionized for such high .easperatures. Very
siailar spectra were observed for Algol (White et al. 1980).

Figure 4 quantifies these results in terms of the luminosity in the 0.4-
4.0 keV band for eac, of the two cc-inonents. For Ca-el la, AR Lac, RS CVn, UX
Ari and Algol we have had sufficien t observations to see variability, so we
have plotted several different valL -̂ s for t! -.on. Two thinc-s stand out from
Figure 4. Firstly, note that w=ile the luminosity distribution of the low
temperature covers less than one decade, th y distribution of the high ttAq ,)-
erat ure luminosity ranges over alnost three orders of t-agnitude. Secondly,for
UX Ari and AR Lac the variability is principall;- from the high temperature
crrcponent, while for Capella the otposste is the case. T:.e two component lum-
inosities for 2 observations of Algol wF-e in the sane range. Both components
varied. In Figure 5 we give the values obtained for t::e emission measure(m)
as a function of temperature. The points around 7 million degrees cluster to-
gether in temperature as well as emission measure. For the high temperature
the range of emission measures is large. The ranqe of tenperatures is prob-
ably larger than for tin 1^w temperature, althou gh the errors are large for
determininq kT near the cutoff energy of the telescope. Capella snowed the
anlr clear variation in one tow terr?erature emission measure.

In order to test the uniqueness of a two temperature model and to gain
some insight i-to t he underlying temperature distribution for each source we
inserted a third cc"rnonent at an i.-stermediate temperatm e. For none of the
sources did this improve the x` significantly. By increasing the emission
measure of the third component until the X2 increased by 2.7, we obtained
the 90% confidence upper limits given in Table 2 for the ratio of the third
emission measure to that of the weaker of the other two components. In all
cases the third component is less than t`e other two. Thus to first order the
te:7Ferature ais"ribution is binoda?, as o2posed to a single broad distribu-
tion.

During tie fit-ing procedure the elemental abundances of Mg, Si, S and
Fe were allowed to be free parareters and the resulting abundances measure-



ments are given in Table 3. They are all within a factor 2 of solar values.
Optical measurements of RS CVn, K4 UMa and AR Lac (N%ftilan 1975; Naftilan
and Drake 1977) have suggested that the cooler star in these systems is
metal poor (about 0.1 of solar). This das supported by a NF.AO A2 X-ray mea-
surement of the spectrum of UX Ari which gave an upper limit to the Fe abun-
dance of <0.03 solar (Walter, Charles and Bowyer I"18a). But this dis-
agrees with our result given in Table 3 and examination of Figure 3 clearly
shows a bump at Pw 1 k^v that comes primarily from Fe ^( . The discrepancy
between the X-ray measurements may be accounted for by the fact that any
abundance measurements depend or the assumed model. In t he preliminary
analysis of our data that we re-orted at the I. A. U. meetings we uniy used
the 0.8-3.0 -,eV band.For this mrre limited energy range we only require one
temperature, but with an Fe abundance of 0.1 solar. It is only when we use
the full energy range of the SSS that the need for a two temperature spectrum
becomes apparent and the Fe abundance approaches solar values. We note that
Walter, Charles an- Bowyer only used a single temperature model and this,
along with less good energy resolution of the l-roportional counters, presum-
ably accounts for the discrepant,-.

While our data allows and in many cases establishes the presence of the
heavy elements Si, s and Fe, the errors given on the abundances are within
the context of a two temperature model and the atomic physics used in the RS
models. Although they are not very sensitive to the inclusion of additional
coaq.+onents, it is possible that with a more complex distribution the abun-
dances in most cases could be solar. Possible mechanises for affecting the
apparent abundances in Capella are discussed in Molt et al. (1979). In
several cases it is possible to fit the data with a low temperature colli-
sional equilibrium spectrum with solar abundances and a power law component,
if the latter is absorbed by a coltuen density of cold material as large as
5x3021 cm 2 . For Algol howev^r, the fit is always significantly worse than the
fit for two thermal components. The emission measures do depend on the abun-
danc-s, especially for the low tem perature component, since the contribution
of tine lines is large. (See Figures 2 and 3.) In most cases errors on M1 in
Figure 5 cover the difference between the -clues for the best fit abundances
and the values if the abundances are set equal to solar.

VARIABILITY

Capella, AR Lac, RS CVn, UX Ari and Algol showed fluxes different by
factors of N2 in our observations. Our observations were not continuous,
however, and for the RS CVn stars we did not catch the transitions between
intensity levels, which were nearly constant for hours at a time. Are these
flux variations the result of flares, similar to that reported by White,
Sanford and Weiler (1978) or are they related to the photometric wave as
suggested by Walter et al. (1980)? In the latter case we would expect to see
X-ray flux in anti-phase with the photometric wave. For RS CVn the maximum
flux was near wave mincmtun at phase 0.0 and Walter et al. (1990) found
that UX Ari was not detectable near photometric wave phase 0.5. On the other
hand fluxes different by 50% have been observed from UX Ari at wave minimum
and the maximum X-ray flux observed was at phase 0.25 (Swank et al. 1980).
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Modulation with photometric ::rase is only Expected if the X-ray emission
region is confined close to the surface of the cool star and to the "spotted'
reci.:. 'he eclipsing system AR Lac allows the structure of the corona to be
Investigated. Fi gure b shows )ur otser•.-rtion during eclipses of the KO and G5
star:. The small diagrams illustratt- to relative sizes of the two stars and
how each eclipse progressed. The s%adinc- represents a very idealized view of
the star spot activity on ch•• cool star extrapolated from the wave minimum
give- by Chanbliss, Hall and Richardson (1976). We note the following: (1)
There isis no evidence for an ,- significant variations in the `C-ray flux through
each eclipse, in particular as the :proposed active side of the K star is oc-
culted. (2) The count rate d!rinc the secondary eclipse is 60 ♦ of that in the
pri-ary eclipse.

Because the K star is bigoer t:-an its companion, only a very shallow
X-ra ,. • eclipse would be expected, so t:-.e fact that no sharp X-ray eclipse is
seer. .luring the secondary eclipse is not very surprising. ^.he question is:
how -u,:h results from the partial e..irse of the corona surrounding the K
star' Most of the flux varia:io was in the high temperature component (Fi-
gure 4) for AR Lac as for UX Ari. is ..: . _us.ed below, t::^.:s suggests that
the :hinge is intrinsic. Observations are needed through several orbital
cycles to look for repeatable features in the li ght curve. In this way it
sho:::9 1e i ssible to deconvolve t: • e teal eclipse from variations caused by
the observations of active regions on one side of the star or by flaring
activity.

Figure 7 shows the flux r e-corded during two obsen-ations of Algol. Also
give-. is the binary phase of the 2.9 day period of Algol A and B, where phase
zero corresponds to the primary optical minimum. The optical eclipse lasts
from phase 0.9 to 0.04 and we see no evidence for the corresponding X-ray
min-rum that might be expected fro^ pass transfer models for the X-ray
emission (Harnden et al. 1976). In fact during the second observation there
is an X-ray flare that peaks in the middle of the optical eclipse and then
4 eca-., s over the following 12 nours, a time scale similar to that of the radio
flares (M)ellnung, Webster and Aalizk 19-2) . For Algol there is thus clear
evidence for intrinsic variability.

DISCUSSION

The X-ray spectra of the sample of stellar systems we have discussed
here all indicate two components. The lower energy components in all of them
are consistent with emission due to gas of 3-7 million degrees in colli-
sional equilibrium as calculated by Raymond and Smith (1977,1979). In all
cases the abundance of Fe in this comr-onent exceeds 0.1 solar at the 90•
conf:.ience level and could be wit.-in a faztor of 2 of solar. The high energy
coMonents can be due to gas • r. co_lisional equilibrium at 15-100 million
degr•-s, although some are a little low in the emission l i nes of hydrogenic
Si an i S. A L o:.rer law altern "ive -- yes not appear likely, however, in that
the : igh col ,.:r..n density atte^.dinc- s.:ch fits would indicate emission from near
the -notosphere which would be sL::.:act to distinct ecli pse, or modulation



with photometric phase in tt^e case of the RS CVn stars, neither of which has
been observed. Of course an isct:-.err%al equilibrium gas is most probably too
simple a model for this, if not both, components, but it appears to be a
reasonable first approximation.

Each of the simple is a binary which is thought to contain a late-type
subgiant. The "starspot" model of the photometric wave phenomenon of the
RS CVn systems (Hall 1971,1978) atin:;2sts magnetically confined hot plasma in
.s:Ialogy with the sun. Algol is ei fferent from the RS CVns in that the sub-
giant (Algol H) is filling its Roche lobe. Harnden et al. (1977) discussed
possible production of X-rays in shocks of material transferred to Algol A
either in a ntream through the Lagrangian point or from a stellar wind. How-
ever the free fall velocities are less than 700 km s 1 and the temperatures
expectee are less than about 7 million degrees, so that this rw - anism does
not seen a promising explan..tion, a: least of the hiqh tenpe-at*.ire. As we
have pointed out, our spectra of Algol are very similar to those of the
RS CVn systems. Thus the similarit ,.- in radio properties of Algol and UX Ari
(Gibson, Hjellming and Owen 1975) is paralleled by similarity in X-ray pro-
perties. Despite some differences, the emission scenarios seem likely to be
very similar and more related to the nature of the subgiant than to the
existence of mass exchange, although that may indeed occur.

'lie luminosities of the low to perature components are distributed about
3x1030 ergs s-1 with a disp,rsion of about 40%, the luminosities of the high
temperature components about 6x10 30 ergs s with a dispersion of near 1001.
The Einstein IPC observations reported by Vaiana (1980) and others on stars
of all spectral types have indicated that the components of these binary
systems could be expected to be sources of 1027-.1030ergs 

s_ 
1 The loner lum-

inosities of the RS CVn binarif-:: we h.cve observed are about equal to the
higher luminosities for stars of the'.- -ype and the mechanisms could be the
same, perhap!: ei.,.anced by more extrene parameters induced by their binary
situation. As Cha,les (1980) ieports, the F.instin IPC observations suggest
a bimodol luminosity distribution for RS CVn systems. It will be interesting
to see if the lower luminosity systems perhaps lack the high temperature
component we see in the brightest.

The-e seems in Figure 5 to n- 'less dispersion in the emission measures
for the low temperature component than the high temperature component. Since
the radii of the subgiants in our sample are similar, if we assume the sub-
giant is the X-ray source, this reflects similar surface fluxes. Table 4
shows estimates of the radii of the subgiants thought the likeLiest candidates
for the strongest Sources in the systems and luminosities per area of these
candida_es, for both the low and high temperature components. For both com-
ponents these values are lowest for a And and Capella, which have the longest
rotation periods and smallest tang-ntal velocities. However, other variables
must influence the results as well. be same can be said of the luminosity
per volume of a shell around the subgiants of thickness of the order of the
radivis. Simon and Linsky (1980) sugges,ed that flares could involve magnetic
flux reconnections between binary components and that this would be more pre-
valent and stiong in closer binaries. In A And and Capella the corq>anions

s
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indee; s-.ibtend the smallest solid angles, but that for UX Ari is also small.
A co-::nation of variables is difficult to study with our limited sample.

Several crude estimates of tt.e dimensions of the emission regions can
be ra:'e assum-ing thermal emission.

First, if approximate hydrostatic equilibrium is assumed, as by Ayres
and Linsky ( 1980) for Capella, for the ratio of the pressure scale height to
the stellar radius,

n	 .7 T R M 1,
R =	 7

where R and M are in solar units and T is the temperature in 10 76K. For the
tem:eratires of both compono4r - s h/R is 7on the order of or greater than one,
so t at the gravitational fie-14 ^` -he star is not controlling the extent
of t=e gas.	 y

Walter et al. (1980) have applied the model of Rosner, Tucker and
Vaia- s (1978) to estimate the dimensions of loops of plasma. For a constant
loo: :ressure p c..a ? pops would extend a distance L above the surface,where

= 5 T^ P 1 p 1.

Pressures at the base of the transition region on the order of 0.1-10 dynes
cm ` have been deduced for Capella, A And and UX Ari (discussed in recent
papers he 3aliunas and Dupree 1979, Ayres and Linsky 1980 an y Simon and
Linsky 1980). For the low temperature components It is possible for such
pressures to have :o.^ns less than the stellar radii and scale heights.
However for the high temperature components the loops would extend to the
binary companions, even for Capella.

A third measure of the size is provided by the emission measure. For a
vol-.=e extending a height 1 above the surface over a solid angle 2*f,

1 +	 ) 2 + 1 (z ) 3= 360 EM T2p 2 R 3f 1R	 R	 3 R	 53 7
Like t he loop lengths the values of i (for f rl) are almost all on the order
of the stellar radii or larger ;finless the pressures exceed 1 dyne cm_ 2 and
for the high temperature components even if the Pressures approach 10 dynes
cm_ 2 . The exception is Capella for which k (0=1) is only .2 of the stellar
radius for the low temperature component. The high temperature components
almost always require R several times as large as do the low temperature com-
ponents ( for given f and p). Table 4 shows for the low temperature compon-
ent i/R and for the high, 2/a for f-1 and p=1. The hot components reduce
to stellar size for pressures of 1-10 dynes cm for A And and Capella, 10-
100 dynes cn 2 for the rest. These results, along with the independent var-
iabilit.. of the soft and hard cor=orents in Capella, UX Ari and AR Lac (but
no- Algol perhaps) suggest teat if there are magnetic loop structures, they
are of t-do kinds, one at /r7 million degrees of approximately stellar size,
the second at x+40 m:.11ion degrees and larger (in most cases as large as the
bi :ar ,,, system) and/or of hig:.er rressure. Pressures of 100 dynes cm 2
are c arazteristic of some t ypes cZ solar flares (Pallavicini, Serio and
Vaiana 1977).

'v hA,. PAGE JS
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All of these measures (which can only be rough estimates in the indi-
cated regimes) are consistent with the high temperature component being
emitted in a large volume which would not be signifi4.antly eclipsed. This
would su.igest a flare interpretation of the variability seen. In this picture
the high temperature component would arise in the same region as the radio
emission in those sources knowr. to be active in the radio (Owen and Spangler
1977; Feld.-an et al. 1978). This would seem to confirm the suggestion by
Simon and Linsky (1980) that strong magnetic field: (iv 100 g) with dimensions
of the binary system are involved in heating the plasma, although it could
be more compact, if at high Pressure. (The time scale of the Algol flare
does imply ; 10 dynes cm , if die to radiative cooling.) 'rhe low temperature
component would be Tore confined and would therefore be more likely to be
eclipsed or modulated if associated with a "starspot" area. Is it only
coincidental that all of these systems can be reconciled with neither more
nor less than two ter erature components, with dimensions which are consis-
tent with the stellar and orbit dimensions, respectively? Future observations
should attempt to seiarate the ;hase dependences and flare time scales of
soft and hard components.

l Also Dept. of Physics and Astronomy, University of Maryland
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Tale 1. One and Two Temperature Fits

X2 X2Soiz: T' (60 ct of ) '1 Tz
f.	 (58 do F )

C Cc_ 5 7 250 50 76
AR ic_ 8 200 7 50 76
HR- - 39 20 500 a 50 61
Algol 12 180 7.5 40 80
Ri --%'r, 14 102 6 St) 67
UX A_-i 12 219 8 50 73
A And 6.5 112 7 50 65
Cave-la 5 210 4.5 13 90
*':e=ne:atures in units of 10-°K.

:able 2. Thz ee Component Model

Source

a Co:
AR Lac

HR1099
Algol
UX Ar?.
A And
Capella

	

EM /E.y	E..M /EM
3	 2	 3	 1

< 0.9
< 0.7
< 0.6
< 0.
< ,.4
< 0.4

< 0.9

i



Table 3. Abundances* in Two Temperature Models

Source Si S Fe

Q Cor B 0.9 ± 0.2 <	 1.5 0.9
+ 0.4
- 0.1

0.4
AR Lac <	 1.2 <	 3.0 0.7

- 0.1

+HR1099 0.4 0.0 + 0.4 ! 0.3
0.2

0.4

Algol 1.5 . 1.1 <	 1.5 1.4 ± 0.5

+ 0.3 + 0.1
UX Ari 0.3 <	 1.0 0.5

- 0.2 - 0.05

0.6± 0.5 1.62	 1.0 0.5. 0.5

Capella	 2.7 ! 0.7	 < 3.0	 2.1 t 0.2

*Abundances relative to solar ( log N = 12, 7.57, 7.20,
7.51 for H, S-., S, Fe, respectively). Errors are
90% confidence.
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FIGURF, CAPTIONS

Figure 1 - Reponse of the Sold State SpectromLt?r to the spectra of
isothermal plasmas in coliisional equilibrium. The ions
contributing strong lines are inc:icated at the line energies.

Figure 2 - Pulse height spectrum of Capella. The histogram shows the response
to the best fit model. Dashed curves show the contributions of
everything but Fe and of the high temperature component alone.

Figure 3 - a. Pulse height spectrum of AR Lac. Dashed curves are the
contributions cf the low temperature component with Fe (a) and
without Fe (b) and the high temperature component (c).
b. Pulse height spectrum of UX Ari. Dashed curves show
contributions of low and high temperatures. Best fit abundance of
Fe of 0.5 solar was used in the models.

Figure 4 - Luminosity (0.4-4.0 keV) of high temperature component versus
luminosity of low temperature com ponent. Values for Algol as well
as for the RS CVn systems are plotted.

Figure 5 - Emission measure (EM) versus temperature T for both components.
All points to the left of log T = 7 are for the low temperature
components. Multiple points for a given source are from different
observations.

Figure o - Count rates observed for AR Lac during optical primary and
secondary eclipses. The diagrams indicate our view of the binary
during the observations. The small circle represents the G5 star
and the large circle the KO subgiant with the dark half indicating
the "spotted" hemisphere.

Figur.^ 7 - Count rates observed during observations of Alqol 6 mc. apart. Due
to changes in the experiment the maximum court rate in August
corresponds to about three times the flux in February. Binary
phase zero is optical primary eclipse.
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